Swim teams compete at NSIC meet

BY JACK NICHOLL

The women’s swim team didn’t race a meet after its four-meet fall season. The team, which concluded its schedule Oct. 6, returned to action March 12 in the first of two NSIC conference meets. The swims are the only ones that matter.

Head coach Pete Kendall said the team usually practices during the fall, so we were all a little out of shape when the season started. We gave everybody a lot of opportunities to play because the conditions were outside. Kendall said. “I know I personally was under our belt, we were able to step on the court and win.

The indoor courts make for easier play because players have fewer outside factors to deal with. The conditions don’t affect your team situation, but it’s great for individuals.” Blair said. “It’s nice in that you don’t have so much pressure in the air.” Blair said. “It’s nice in that you don’t have so much pressure in the air.”
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